
NEW RETRO WOODEN 
FURNITURE
FRANCO ALBINI INSPIRATIONS IN VILLAGE FURNITURE 
COLLECTION BY ESSENTIAL HOME



BACK TO THE ROOTS AND ORIGINS 
OF MID-CENTURY STYLE.
A new decade, the same twist. Essential Home presents a collection that will take

every design lover back to the roots and origins of mid-century style. A new chapter of

our story is born: a fresh new take on the basics of design with a furniture line based

on natural and simple elegance. Take a look at the stunning and versatile products of

the incredible Village collection and join us on this journey back in time. Let us be your

guide on this new experience of design like you’ve never seen before.



FRANCO CENTER TABLE

This stunning center table brings us the best of both 
worlds, a touch of nat ure with a rattan lower half, and 
a modern touch with black marble on the upper half. 
With a mid-century style and space age aesthetic, this 
center table vows to elevate your home decor. Wooden 
accents and a touch of brass finish this unique and 
sophisticated center table.

Retail Price: €6,790.00



FRANCO CLOSET

Want to feel like a 60’s Hollywood star? This stunning 
and authentic mid-century closet will bring the full 
aesthetic of the style to your bedroom. Built in varnished 
walnut wood, straw and polished brass, this closet will fit 
all your favorite fashion pieces as it exudes a particular 
classic beauty to your space.

Retail Price: €10,290.00



FRANCO DRESSING TABLE

The perfect piece for a classic boudoir. Built in solid 
wood and displaying polished brass accents and rattan 
grills, this dressing table holds a large mirror in the center 
surrounded by round light bulbs which are bound to make 
you feel like the star of the show! It also offers a large 
surface area and five drawers to make sure you have 
everything in hand for your beauty routine.

Retail Price: €7,010.00



FRANCO BED

A true display of handskill, this bed’s immense headboard 
is a testament to craftsmanship.

Retail Price: €11,790.00



FRANCO SIDEBOARD

This sideboard is supported by four legs with polished 
brass tips, which is also present on the drawer handles, 
and displays rattan grills on the sides instantly evoking 
nature. Six large drawers make for plenty of storage 
space and make this sideboard extremely versatile 
for both living or dressing rooms. With very clean 
lines on a body of solid wood, this is a testament to 
scandinavian design.

Retail Price: €8,390.00
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